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Meet Madeleine!
Looking for the perfect honeymoon destination? We know just the place!

`

Alberta Wedding Planner, Madeleine, of Moments by Madeleine and her fiance
recently traveled to Santorini and they’re sharing their itinerary to help you and
your honey plan the ultimate vacation together.
“When Kyle and I decided on Greece for our annual two week end to wedding
season trip, I knew Santorini had to be on the list. I’ve followed some of the hotels
there on Instagram for years and constantly pin the most beautiful sunset views.
Follow along to hear about our meticulously planned and researched trip to one of
the most romantic islands in the world!” - Madeleine
Follow along for their complete guide to Santorini.

Travel Tip:
There are not a lot of cabs on the island, either
plan to use the bus (we didn’t but it actually
looked really nice), rent a car or utilize a transfer!

S A N T O R I N I | D AY 1

Arrive + Get Settled
We woke up early in Athens to make our 8am flight, board the plane and 45
minutes later we landed in Santorini. The airport is on the east side of the island
and we had a transfer from our hotel waiting for us. We stayed in Oia which is on
the most northwestern point of the island, it is famous for the sunsets, restaurants
and gorgeous luxury hotels.
Markos, our amazing concierge, met us to help with our bags as we headed toward
the walking street of Oia. It is a 180 flip! The street is marble and we see high end
designer sunglass stores, jewelry stores and hotels that I’ve seen plastered all over
Pinterest. This walk literally takes maybe 2 minutes to go from where the heck are
we to Pinterest perfect.
We get taken to our hotel, Solstice Luxury Suites, and oh my goodness did we
make the right choice. The three suite hotel is located just beside Armeni Boutique
Hotel which is home to Lycabettus Restaurant, one of the most famous fine dining
restaurants in Oia, mostly from its location of its patio being perched on a tiny cliff
that sticks out among the white washed cave hotels. We had this famous view from
our patio which was pretty epic. We quickly made bets with each other on how
many proposals we would witness there over the next three nights!
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Unwind + Enjoy
Markos was able to check us in to our room right away and we
freshened up before walking down to Ammoudi Bay (some say its 300
stairs are equivalent to 1000 actual stair steps, we didn’t count) where
we sat at Ammoudi Fish Tavern for lunch. We started with some
wine for me and a Mythos for Kyle along with their famous sundried
octupus. We ordered the catch of the day for our entree, our server
even walked us back to the case where they had all their fish displayed.
Then, we headed back up the steps to relax in our caldera view hot tub
for the afternoon (get a suite with a hot tub or pool, actually just stay at
Solstice because everything was perfect).
We had planned to eat at Fino Cocktail Restaurant which is located a
bit off the walking path for a romantic dinner on the cutest terrace. We
grabbed a bottle of the recommended Santorini white and started with
the lobster spring roll (fresh, almost like a salad roll minus the noodles)
and split the truffle gnocchi and grilled octopus. Fino is definitely
more of a fine dining twist on classic greek food and was the perfect
start to our time in Santorini. Didn’t take many great photos here, we
were distracted by the amazing food!

Travel Tip:
Utilize your concierge for reservations,
we never would have been able to sit where
we did without Markos.
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Breakfast + Exploring
The bed at Solstice was soooo comfortable so we had a bit of a sleep in with breakfast
delivered to our room. Breakfast orders are done the night before and you can pick
up to 3 styles of eggs, 4 sides (greek yogurt, fresh fruit, meat, cheese etc), 2 desserts
(we got pancakes with walnuts and honey literally every day because they were so
delicious) and your selection of juices, smoothies and coffees. We knew breakfasts
would be big here and allowed us to spend less on lunch as the breakfast would
have easily cost 30euro/person at any Oia restaurant.
After our very filling breakfast we wandered to the east side of Oia to being
the walk to Imervilgili. We head back to the hotel to drink wine in the hot tub
(this is a vacation after all).
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Dinner + Hot Tubbing
Markos, our hotel concierge had set up a reservation for sunset at Strogili
Restaurant. The servers were amazing and the food was just as good. We started
with another Santorini white wine and mussels saganaki (feta, tomato sauce,
fairy dust, I don’t remember what else but it was seriously magic). We watched
the sunset and our server brought some blankets to keep us warm. As it got a
bit chillier after we finished our entrees we moved downstairs to the protected
outdoor terrace to finish our wine.
We head back to the hotel to yes, have yet another hot tub. The views of Oia are
stunning at night, the glow from all the other cave pools and the lights from the
nearby restaurants, we were so in the action but yet our patio was so private, it
really was the perfect balance.
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Exploring + Sips
The day started with breakfast on our terrace again, it was such a relaxing way to
start our mornings. Markos set us up with a side-by-side that was brought to the
hotel’s parking spot and we set off on a day trip to explore the island. Our plan was to
head to the most southern point of Santorini to see the lighthouse and then go to the
black sand beach and Santo Wines winery.
The black sand beach was a pretty basic beach, but all the sand is black from the
volcanic rock. We grabbed a drink at a beach bar and swam in the sea before hopping
back on to head to the winery. Santo Wines is famous for their white wines and one of
their dessert wines that appears to be red but is actually a sundried white! Dennis was
our server on the patio where we ordered a 16 wine flight and a cheese board. There
was more cheese than either of us imagined, come hungry, its 24euro and for the
amount of cheese on it was the same cost as buying at a market off a side street in Oia.

Travel Tip:
Make sure you have an International Drivers License to rent any sort of
motor vehicle. We did not regret opting for the side by side as we were able
to cover the island twice as fast, Santorini is literally all mountain and the
ATVs definitely move slower than the side by sides or cars.
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Sunsets + Tapas
On our way back to Oia we stopped at Imervilgili to wander for a bit.
The cliffside is much higher than in Oia so it is definitely worth it for
the views! Check out Sophia Luxury Suites if you are wanting to stay
in Imervilgili! We saw so many couples here doing bridal portraits,
I reached out to a local photographer and he said its the best spot
because you get the views of Oia without competing with as much
tourist traffic. We didn’t get a chance to do professional photos, which
I do regret a little bit because his schedule didn’t fit with ours but
definitely reach out to @kimon on Instagram!
Markos had made a reservation for us at Oia Gefsis for another sunset
where we had some bubbles & red wine and some fresh mussels. Kyle
had found a restaurant with amazing reviews called Melitini that we
had planned to visit. It’s a fairly simple tapas style greek menu, with
only beer and house wine, but so delicious. We tried the Santorini
salad, fava, grilled octopus, lamb sausage and the meatballs. Here
simple is best, everything is basic but so full of flavour.

Travel Tip:
We noticed the traffic significantly increase on the island by about 10/10:30am.
We headed out for an early walk to get all the pictures we wanted before the
flood of tourists from the cruise ships made their way to Oia.
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Wandering + Departure
We woke up and enjoyed some coffee while watching the sunrise. I
savoured that one a bit longer this morning, we really didn’t want to
leave! We wandered over to Oia Castle, a very famous spot to watch
the sunset! We got my favourite photo overlooking the two blue domes
and the pink church bells. We walked over to the very far west point for
Charisma Suites, yes you can stay in a windmill if you want to live your
life like the current Bachelor!
Once we started to notice all the cruise ship guests filling the cobblestone
paths, we made our way back to our suite for our last breakfast. When
we arrived back we saw that Markos had left us some olives, a gift box
of honey products and a bottle of wine for us. They truly were the best
to us! After our last stack of walnut and honey pancakes, we packed up
and left our bags with Markos at their officeWe had a few hours before
needing to be at the ferry terminal to catch the boat to Milos so we went
for another wander around the island to grab a few more photos and of
course some Santorini white wine!
Santorini is definitely a must on your bucket list for romance. We
wouldn’t spend much longer than a few nights on the island, it’s perfect
for dining with amazing views but we really were ready for some beach
time! We left Santorini to head to Milos – keep an eye out for a post
about the island of 1000 beaches!

Santorini Directory
HOTELS
Solstice Luxury Suites
solsticeoia.com
Oia, 84702 Santorini, Cyclades
Sophia Luxury Suites
sophiasuites-santorini.com
Imerovigli, Thira 847 00, Greece
Canaves Oia Santorini
canaves.com | @canavesoia
Main Street, Oía 847 02, Greece
Katikies
katikies.com
Nik. Nomikou (Main Street), Oía 847 02, Greece

RESTAURANTS
Lycabettus Restaurant
lycabettusrestaurant.com
Andronis Luxury Suites, Oia 847 02, Greece
Ammoudi Fish Tavern
ammoudisantorini.com
Ammoudi Bay, Santorini, Oia, Ammoudi 847 02, Greece
Fino Cocktail Restaurant
finosantorini.gr
Oia, Thira 84702 Oía, Greece
Strogili Restaurant
strogili.gr
Oia, Thira 84702 Oía, Greece
Santo Wines
santowines.gr
Pyrgos Kallistis 847 00, Greece
Oia Gefsis
oiagefsis.com
Oia 847 02, Greece
Melitini
melitinioia.com
Oia 84702 Oía, Greece

rockymountainbride.com/travel

plan your escape!
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